LED Enhancements

Moderator: Lars Vilhuber, Census Bureau
Timeline for select QWI enhancements

- Expansion of coverage
  - Integration of Federal workers: end of FY2010
  - Integration of Self-employed: end of FY2011
- Expansion of data elements
  - Additional demographic characteristics: end of FY2010
  - Additional firm characteristics: end of FY2011
Typical development steps

• Integration of data
• Determination of feasible statistics
• Impact on disclosure risk of feasible statistics
• Determination of releasable statistics
• Stakeholder and client feedback through beta releases
• Definition of definitive specs
• Release
In this session: projects in research phase

- Expansion of coverage
  - Integration of Federal workers: *Stephen Ciccarella, Cornell University and Census Bureau*
  - Integration of Self-employed: *John Haltiwanger, University of Maryland and Census Bureau*

- Expansion of data elements
  - Additional demographic characteristics: *Kevin McKinney, Census Bureau (UCLA RDC)*
  - Additional firm characteristics: *John Haltiwanger*